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My Health Economist Perspective on Payers

• Innovative medicines are global public goods.

• Role of regulator (FDA/EMA) is to approve if benefit-risk balance is 
acceptable.

• Pivotal trials are costly:  their design should represent an informed trade-
off among:
• The monetary costs of trials
• The practical realities of trial design and endpoint measurement:  (a) lack of power 

for safety, (b) inability for complete follow-up, and (c) access for crossovers.
• Potential health costs of regulatory delays on access to life-improving treatments

• The payer is the agent for the subscribers/patients.
• But payer also wants to maintain good relations with providers who still maintain 

considerable power as an agent for the patient, including prescribing.
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On the Inevitability of Surrogates and Modeling in 
Oncology

• Some payers (NICE, ICERs) have long understood the need to use 
surrogates and models.

• Some payers (IQWiG, US Commercial/P&T) review the comparative 
clinical evidence.

• Surrogates are increasingly being used for regulatory approval.

Bioclinical Health Outcomes Framework



Impacts in Surrogate Co-
Morbidities:

•ORR

•DFS

•Progression-free 
survival

Cancer 
Treatment



Long-Term Improved 
Clinical Outcomes:

•Lack of recurrence


Better Health 
Outcomes:

•Length of Life 
(OS)

•Health-Related 
Quality of Life

Example: Oncology Disease-Treatment Model
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“How Can Be Surrogate Outcomes be Used to Predict 
Overall Survival in Payer Decision Making?”

• Two ways:
• As intermediate outcomes in cost-effectiveness models

• As a qualitative justification for assuming a causal correlation

“Associations between surrogate outcomes and OS vary across disease, treatment 
setting, population, drug class and trial design/”

• Regulatory guidelines often are of high-level and lack clear and specific guidance

• Food and Drug Administration (FDA) may grant accelerated approval based on an effect 
on a surrogate endpoint that is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit [1]

• European Medicines Agency (EMA) considers PFS and disease-free survival (DFS) as 
relevant measures of patient benefit if the magnitude of the treatment effect is sufficiently 
large to outweigh safety problems [2]

• Neither guidelines provided details on what evidence needed to be provided to establish 
and justify a new surrogate outcome

Regulatory Challenges

Sources:
1. Food and Drug Administration. Guidance for Industry Clinical Trial Endpoints for the Approval of Cancer Drugs and Biologics; May 2007. 

https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/Guidances/ucm071590.pdf 
2. European Medicines Agency. Guideline on the Evaluation of Anticancer Medicinal Products in Man. London, United Kingdom: European Medicines Agency; December 2012. 

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Scientific_guideline/2013/01/WC500137128.pdf
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• Health Technology Assessment (HTA) guidelines often vary by agencies

• National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)

HTA Challenge: NICE

Source: National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE). Guide to the methods of technology appraisal 2013; April 2013. https://www.nice.org.uk/process/pmg9

• Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) framework: reliability and 
correlation

HTA Challenge:  IQWiG

Source: Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care. Validity of surrogate endpoint in oncology; November 2011.  https://www.iqwig.de/download/A10-
05_Executive_Summary_Surrogate_endpoints_in_oncology.pdf
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HTA Challenge  Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits 

Advisory Committee (PBAC) framework

Part Summary

One Definition, selection and measurement of the proposed surrogate measure (PSM) 

and the target clinical outcomes (TCO ).

Two Biological reasoning and epidemiological evidence supporting the relationship 

between the PSM and TCO (individual-level surrogacy).

Thre

e

Randomized trial evidence using other drugs to show a comparative treatment effect 

on the PSM has satisfactorily predicted a comparative treatment effect on the TCO 

(trial-level surrogacy). 

Four Support for why the trial-level surrogacy with these other drugs is likely to apply to the 

proposed drug. 

Five Relevant considerations for incorporation of the comparative treatment effect based 

on the PSM into the economic evaluation. 

Source: Report of the Surrogate to Final Outcome Working Group to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee: a framework for evaluating proposed surrogate 

measures and their use in submission to PBAC; 2008. http://www.pbs.gov.au/industry/useful-resources/pbac-technical-working-groups-archive/surrogate-to-final-

outcomes-working-group-report-2008.pdf 
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Decision Contexts and Value Frameworks

Source: STF Final Report, Section 2 (Garrison, Pauly, et al, Value Health, Feb. 2018)
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Are we ready for a consensus? How important is it?

• “Call for Action”:  “clear evidence-based aligned guidance on 
surrogacy by regulatory and reimbursement agencies”

Lesson: 
Have worked (with many others) for over 10 years on encouraging  
regulators to use quantitative benefit-risk analysis, progress has been 
slow but noticeable.

Persistence and patience are essential—along with having many 
fellow  travellers.

Thanks!

Lgarrisn@uw.edu


